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The BHB series is offered with baffles to cut glare and is dressed 
for applications requiring aesthetic appeal. Available with 
premium full specular mirrored reflectors for high efficiency 
lighting, white reflectors for wider distribution or standard without 
reflector for good economic performance. The FHBR series can 
also be configured to provide 10% uplight. Mounting options 
include chain, or pendant cable. Custom paint finishes available. 
Ideal for retail applications.. 

WARRANTY & LISTINGS

DIMENSIONS

Construction:

▪ 5-year warranty of all electronics and housing.

▪ UL Certified for damp location M 59006648 

STANDARD

DAMPDAMP

BHB Series

▪ Housing is 22 gauge prepainted steel. Air vents surround the
driver and boards in the back of the fixture to maximize performance,
reliability and life. High reflective mirror or enhanced white reflectors
are computer designed to maximize photometric performance and put
the light where you need it. Reflector snaps into fixture with no tools
and is easily removable for driver maintenance. Access plate in the
back makes wiring fast and hassle-free. Back of fixture is designed
with built-in mounting holes for tong hanger and cable kit. Integral
Occupancy Sensor is optional and is ideal for wire guard applications.
This fixture is not designed for surface mounting on ceiling or wall.  

All units are furnished with UL Listed Class P thermally protected 
ballast. Other voltages are available upon request. Fixtures meet 
requirements for UL Luminaire Standard # 1598.  All units comply 
with National Energy Standard. All units are UL certified damp 
location M 59006648 

Mounting 
Unit is equipped with slots for chain or cable hanging and 
knockouts for pendant mounting.  Unit can be mounted individually 
of in continuous run.  7/8" knockouts are provided in back and end 
plates for conduit connector. 

Ordering Guide 
BHB

BHB
2 = 2 lamp
3 = 3 lamp 

Tandem two rows
22

Tandem three row
23

Series # of Lamps Lamp Size Ballast Type Options

EMB = emergency ballast 
2BAL = 2 ballast 

120 = 120V 
MV  =   Multivolt
E-LW = Electronic .77 BF 
E-O = Electronic 1.18 BF 
E-DIM = Dimming Unit 

SET LED N =   Wired 1 end hot for LED tubes 
SET LED N/S =  Wired 2 ends hot for LED tubes  
W/LEDIF = LED ballast driven tubes 

T8

32 = F32T8
59 = F96tT8
86= F96T8/HO

T12
40= F40T12
96= F96T12
96HO = F96T12/HO 

T5
28 = F28T5

T5HO
54 = F54T5"
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